
Making the Case for  
Helicopter Flight Crews.

The paperless cockpit is here.  
Get connected and protected.

PIVOT is about security. Tablet security and 
protection, yes — but also security from an 
uncertain future in an ever-changing electronic 
landscape. 

PIVOT secures devices in your helicopter cockpit 
while creating a constant you can count on  
in the future — no matter what.



A flexible option for limited space. 
Easily move your EFB from kneeboard to window mount. Designed with helicopter 
pilots in mind, the patented PIVOT tablet case and universal mounting system creates 
a high-performance, streamlined solution for all popular EFB devices — perfect for many 
flight departments, from law enforcement and EMS to corporate and oil and gas.

Begin your EFB program today. 
PIVOT has devised a wide variety of mounting accessories for aircraft and vehicles of 
all types, and into helicopter cockpits is a natural extension. Our mounts don’t require 
special certification and can be installed in minutes. PIVOT is a safe, inexpensive and 
expeditious way to begin or enhance your EFB operations.

Leg Strap

Reversible 
Kneeboard  
with Clipboard

Versatile EFB Mount Solution

150 Airlines, Military, Law Enforcement 
& Corporate Users Globally

150,000+ Daily Users & Growing

Mount
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Can’t Miss Connectivity 
Click! Connection — With PIVOT’s audible engagement, 
be confident when hearing the “Click!” that your 
connection is locked in place.

360º Adjustability — PIVOT’s FAA approved, patented 
mounting system provides one-handed adjustability 
with a full range of tilt and rotation angles.

Future Proof — Upgrade your EFB knowing your mount 
will never be obsolete. The PIVOT standardized mount 
supports current and future devices.

Easy Setup — Avoid lost time due to helicopter cockpit 
setup with the quick and easy PIVOT mounting system. 
Transition from a kneeboard, connect and adjust in 
only seconds.

Pilot Tested — With millions of block hours logged and 
counting, PIVOT continues to set the standard in EFB 
cases and mounts.

Is PIVOT case right for your flight department?
Learn more at pivotcase.com/rotorcraft.



pivotcase.com

sales@pivotcase.com

1-888-4-FLYBOYS (1-888-435-9269)

youtube.com/c/pivotcasevideo

Ready for  
PIVOT in your 
helicopter cockpit?   

Contact our sales team today. 


